
 

 

ANALOGY AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGE 
 
Anttila:  “final palatal consonants [(C’)] become plain in Russian in 

inflectional endings only”: 
 
  e.g. golub’ ‘pigeon (NOM.SG)  -->  golub’ 
  but  da-m’ ‘I give’                     -->   da-m 
 
Hock:  note that inflectional endings never alternate, whereas stem-

final consonants such as -b’ in golub’ show alternations between 
occurring in word-final position (e.g. in NOM.SG) and occurring 
in medial position (e.g. in GEN.SG golub’-a ‘of a pigeon’). 



 

 

 Therefore, assume depalatalization operated on all word-final 
labials, creating alternations in paradigms like that of ‘pigeon’ 
(thus NOM *golub / GEN golub’a) but no alternations in 
inflectional endings that ended in a palatal (thus only da-m). 

 
 Then, paradigmatic levelling (analogy within a paradigm) could 

lead to “restoration” of palatal in NOM.SG, giving attested 
golub’ / golub’-a.  Inflectional ending -m would not be subject to 
analogical change since it does not show any alternation in form 
(only one allomorph). 

 
 Evidence of generalization of nonpalatal allomorph in Russian 

dialects and related languages (e.g. Ukrainian NOM holub / 
GEN holub-a) points to necessity of assuming stage with 
alternation in paradigm.  



Levelling can be tied to results/application of Comparative Method; cf. Indo-Iranian CM problem.



 

 

Levelling in English nouns with morphologically determined 
voicing in the plural, e.g. wife/wives  

 
Data from Oxford English Dictionary (OED) & COCA (Corpus of 

ContemporaryAmerican English, http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/); 
alternations determinable only for f/v due to coincidence of 
spelling of θ/ð as < th > and of s/z as < s > (not an exhaustive 
consideration of all -f# words but most with deep roots in 
English are included) 

 
IN GENERAL:  almost of these show some effects of levelling, 

but to different degrees, and the distribution is interesting: 
 



 

 

a.  High degree of stability to the alternation (based on COCA): 
-- categorical, only with –v-:   

 
wifes (0 in COCA) / wives (9141) 
elfs (0) / elves (1067) 

 
 -- some leveling but almost only with –v- (mostly controlled and 

sorted for homographic possessives and verb forms, except 
as noted; all numbers from COCA): 

 
   calfs (8) / calves (over 2000, but some are verb to calve) 
   halfs (3) / halves (over 2000, but some are verb to halve) 
  lifes (2) / lives (over 30,000, but some are nouns) 
  loafs (5) / loaves (1084) 
  knifes (10) / knives (3614) 
  shelfs (4) / shelves (over 6000, but some are verb to shelve) 
  selfs (2) / selves (1904) 

thiefs (5) vs. thieves (over 3000, but some are verb to thieve) 
wolfs (4) / wolves (5152) 



 

 

b.  Some leveling but with modest degree of variability evident 
(again, from COCA): 

 
--wharves (135)  vs. wharfs (30) 

 
--hooves (1359) vs. hoofs (151) [though cf. OED:  “Pl. hoofs, 

sometimes hooves”] 
 

--(seven) dwarves (26) vs. seven dwarfs (111) [search done on 
that phrase due to overwhelming number of instances of 
dwarfs meaning ‘dwarf stars’ (thus treatable as a derivative 
and subject to different kinds of pressures)] 

 



 

 

c.  Levelling but with no or virtually no variability (from COCA): 
 

--roofs (2772) vs. rooves (1) [though cf. OED:  “Plural roofs … 
rooves  Brit … U.S.”] 

 
  --cliffs (2500+) vs. clives (0) (NB:  OED cites ME cliuen/cliues) 
 

--midriffs (47) vs. midrives (0) (NB:  -riff < OE hrif ‘womb’, pl. 
hrifu, thus with voicing) 

 
  --oafs (34) vs. oaves (0 in COCA, but cited in OED) 
 



 

 

d.  NB -- there are some back-formed singulars apparently based 
on voiced stem, e.g.: 

 
--stave (singular, from OE stæf / stafas) in meaning ‘Each of the 

thin, narrow, shaped pieces of wood which, when placed 
together side by side and hooped, collectively form the side 
of a cask, tub or similar vessel’ (OED), e.g. so each 
individual stave forms a longitudinal arch linking a barrel's 
top and bottom (COCA)); said (OED) to be “a back-
formation” from plural staves of staff, especially in the 
(now-obsolete) meaning ‘Each of the thin narrow pieces 
which compose a cask, barrel, tub, etc.’ 



 

 

 
--grave (singular) – expected singular from OE græf would be 

graf; grave is back-formed/generalized though perhaps not 
from plural (græfu), but rather from Dative Sg (græfe), the 
most common form (but still generalization of voiced 
allomorph) 

 



 

 

e.  Also:  some instances of f/v alternation spreading to loans, some 
rather late: 

 
 --oaf/oaves (0 in COCA but listed in OED – rather oafs), as a 

borrowing from Norse (cf. also auf and ouphe, originally 
‘elf’s child’ (now obsolete)) 

 
 --scarf (OED:  “not recorded before the middle of the 16th 

cent., but probably < Old Northern French escarpe … sash, 
sling for a wounded arm”): scarfs (34) / scarves (1353) 

 
--waif ‘ownerless land’, attested from ME, supposedly in origin 

an Anglo-Norman word with –f#. and with ME plural 
wayves (OED) 

 
--reef ‘section of a sail’ (a 14th century borrowing from 

Scandinavian, with rare plural reeves (so OED, Ø instances 
in COCA)) 



 

 

f.  And, some inherited forms were drawn into this class even 
though historically they showed (or should have shown) no 
voicing: 

 
--wife, though categorical now with voicing, was neuter in OE 

with Ø plural (wīf), though with inflected forms with voicing 
(e.g. GenPl wīfa) 

 
--older dwarfs (replacement of dwerwhes/dwerwes/dwerows 

/dwarrows, based on singular dwarf), so that dwarves has –v- 
innovatively  

 

 



 

 

PHONICALLY-BASED ANALOGY  
 
Traditional accounts of analogy typically involve semantic or functional links, e.g. levelling 

out of differences between inflectionally related forms in a paradigm, but there can be a 
phonic basis: 

 
• momento for “correct” memento ‘a reminder of the past’ (presumably based on moment; 

some semantic link via of great moment and momentous) 
 
• consonantal ‘having to do with a consonant’ pronounced [kansənEntl], for “correct” 

[kansənæntl / kansənantl] (presumably based on continental; some morphological link 
via both being denominal adjectives in -al) 

 
• and cf. academia as [ækədejmia] (vs. earlier [ækədijmia]) based on macadamia (with no 

semantic connection at all …) 









 

 

Effect on semantics: 
 
•  flaunt ‘show off; display ostentatiously’, now used also quite commonly (though 

prescriptively “incorrectly”) in meaning of ‘show contempt for; scorn’ , thus 
becoming assimilated in meaning to phonically similar (both share [fl..t]) flout ‘show 
contempt for; scorn’   

 
•  diffident ‘shy, lacking in self-confidence’, now used by some speakers in meaning of 

‘having no interest in or concern for’, presumably “attracted” by phonically similar  
indifferent (note that both share [...dIf...]), which means ‘having no interest in or 
concern for’



 

 

 
ENGLISH WORDS WITH [-ag] IN MEANING 'SLOW, TIRED, OR TEDIOUS ACTION' 
 
NOTE:  all etymologically from source with [g] except for sag 
 
drag 'lag behind' (Middle English draggen, from Old English dragan or Old Norse draga) 
 
fag 'exhaust, weary, grow weary' (??Middle English fagge 'droop') 
 
flag 'hang limply; droop' (??of Scandinavian origin, akin to Old Norse flögra 'flap about') 
 
lag 'fail to keep up; straggle' (from earlier English lag 'last person', Middle English lag- 

'last', possibly from Scandinavian) 
 
sag  'sink; droop'  (from Middle English saggen, though one attestation in  16th century has 

sacke; probably ultimately of Scandinavian origin, cf. Swedish sacka 'sink', but in any 
case ultimately related to English sink) 



 

 

  

HOW DO PARADIGMS ARISE? 
 

Creation of a paradigm piece-meal — Ancient Greek ē-mí ‘I say’, is 

synchronically defective (1/3SG.PRES/PST only), but all the forms were built 

up from an inherited 3SG.PST: 

 
a. Pre-Grk  1SG.PRES    *ēg-mi should give AncGrk  ēg-mi* 

     3SG.PRES         *ēg-ti should give    ēk-si* 

     1SG.PST           *ēg-ṃ should give    *ēg-a* 

     3SG.PST           *ēg-t  should give      ē 



 

 

b. But, only 3SG.PST ē is inherited, and the attested paradigm is 
built up (and incompletely, at that) from the 3SG.PST, with the 
synchronically productive endings: 

 
  1SG.PRES    ē-mi    1SG.PST  ē-n 

    3SG.PRES    ē-si  3SG.PST  ē-Ø 

(and influence from another verb ‘say’, phē-mí (note accent), 
probably played a role too) 



 

 

PIECEMEAL ACCRETION OF CHANGES 
 
Even uniformity does not (necessarily) come all at once: 

 

Modern Greek preterite showed competition in past 

tense between theme vowel -a- and theme vowel -e/o-: 

 
• 1PL –o-me vs. –a-me  

   3PL –o-n  vs. –a-n  



 

 

 

• 1/3PL competition:  resolved in favor of –a- before 

competition in 2PL was resolved (where –ete/-ate 

fluctuation persists into early 21st century in regional 

dialects), giving a stage: 

    1PL  -ame 
    2PL  -ete / -ate 
    3PL  -an(e) 
 



 

 

Later, –ate wins out, giving a uniform plural paradigm 

with –a- throughout: 

    1PL  -ame 
    2PL  -ate 
    3PL  -an(e) 



 

 

 

WATKINS’ LAW (Watkins 1962) 
 
 

 Verbal paradigms are (often) reconstituted with the 3rd 

person (singular?) as the “pivot”, the basis upon which 

the other forms are based (taking 3SG as formally 

unmarked to match its being functionally unmarked): 



 

 

 
e.g. Persian ‘be’: 
 

Early Iranian ! Expected  vs.  Mod. Pers. 
 

1SG ah-mi   !     *(h)ah-am  hast-am 
2SG ah-i      !     *(h)ah-i   hast-i 
3SG as-ti      !           (h)ast-Ø  hast 

 
(NOTE:  3SG ending –t(i) reanalyzed as part of root) 
 
But, based on cases like Greek preterite plural, do we 
know here (where a full paradigm does ultimately 
develop) that the paradigm was remade all at once?  



 

 

REMAKING ENDINGS IN A PARADIGM 
 
Early Post-Classical Greek, nonactive voice, past tense, plural: 
 
1st Person  -mestha      -mestha 
2nd   -esthe    =>    -esthe 
3rd   -onto      -ontan 

       (= -onto+an (-an from 3PL.ACT)  
(variant 3PL)      -ontosan (with –san, variant 3PL.ACT)) 

 
THEN (not necessarily in this order, not all forms directly attested): 
 
+ some sound changes =>     -mesta 
       -este 
       -ondan / -ondosan 
 
3PL –an spreads, giving:  -mestan 
       -estan 
       -ondan / -ondosan 
 



 

 

1PL –mes- assimilated to   
  pronominal mas  

‘us, our’    =>  -mastan 
 
(cf. dialectal Spanish hablabanos ‘we were speaking’ for parallel (vs. 
widespread hablabamos), based on pronoun nos(otros)) 

 
2PL/3PL remade based on 
 pronominal analysis 
 of 1PL    =>  -sastan  

   (also cf. sas ‘you, your’) 
 

            -ondusan  
   (cf. tus ‘them, their’) 

 
3PL –ondusan remade  
 based on –st- of  

1PL/2PL    =>  -ondustan 



 

 

MORE CHANGES STARTING “SMALL” 
 

Hogg 1980:  OE ēom ‘I am’ had an m# that was totally isolated 
synchronically (though historically a segmentable person 
marker), so that the form was surely just listed as a whole 
unsegmentable unit (just like Modern English am).  Even so, 
there was spread in some dialects, with subjunctive bēo !  bēom 
‘I be’ and even flēo ‘I flee’ !  flēom. 

 
 
And cf. Slavic resurrection of 1SG –m in most of West Slavic, much 

of South Slavic (and especially Macedonian) from a Common 
Slavic starting point with only 5 verbs marked with –m 
(Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian:  all verbs but one have –m; 
Bulgarian:  most but not all conjugational classes with –m and 
some verbs, e.g. znam/znajǝ ‘I know’ show variation) 



 

 

ULTIMATE LESSON:   
 

ANALOGY AS LOCAL GENERALIZATION 
 

Much of what speakers do is very “local” in nature, and does not 
range over the whole of the data of the language -- “solutions” to 
the problems posed by relatedness between morphemes, by 
phonological alternations, etc. are solved on a “local” basis.   

 
Speakers still make generalizations, but not over vast amounts of 

(sometimes obscure and not very frequent) data. 
 
Thus, we see again and again “local generalizations” (leading to 

economy on a small scale for a limited set of data even at the 
expense of complications in terms of relation with other sets of 
data) 

 



 

 

EXAMPLES OF LOCAL GENERALIZATIONS 
 
• when memento moves in the direction of moment, giving momento, 

there is a generalization over (i.e. a subclass created of) nouns in 
moment-, but note the “phonic attraction” that gives the subclass 
pulls memento away from apparently related forms like memory or 
remember (thus in a sense an overall complication, even if there is a 
local simplification) 

 
• when different takes on syntax of a comparative (different than 

instead of different from, like better than), it is pulled away from the 
syntax of the apparently related verb to differ (cf.:  to differ from 
something / *to differ than something) 


